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       The best advice I've ever received is, 'No one else knows what they're
doing either. 
~Ricky Gervais

I've never worked out what the moral of Humpty Dumpty is. I can only
think of: Don't sit on a wall, if you're an egg. 
~Ricky Gervais

The existence of God is not subjective. He either exists or he doesn't.
It's not a matter of opinion. You can have your own opinions. But you
can't have your own facts. 
~Ricky Gervais

When you are dead, you do not know you are dead. It's only painful
and difficult for others. The same applies when you are stupid. 
~Ricky Gervais

I am not a wolf in sheep's clothing, I'm a wolf in wolf's clothing. 
~Ricky Gervais

Famous people are above the law. 
~Ricky Gervais

Same sex marriage isn't gay privilege, it's equal rights. Privilege would
be something like gay people not paying taxes. Like churches don't. 
~Ricky Gervais

Just because you're offended, doesn't mean you're right. 
~Ricky Gervais

Enjoy life. Have fun. Be kind. Have worth. Have friends. Be honest.
Laugh. Die with dignity. Make the most of it. It's all we've got. 
~Ricky Gervais
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It's better to create something that others criticise than to create nothing
and criticise others. Go create, have fun!! 
~Ricky Gervais

Telling someone with depression to pull themselves together is about
as useful as telling someone with cancer to just stop having cancer 
~Ricky Gervais

A Christian telling an atheist they're going to hell is as scary as a child
telling an adult they're not getting any presents from Santa. 
~Ricky Gervais

Mondays are fine. It's your life that sucks 
~Ricky Gervais

Unlike religious people, I look at all religions equally. 
~Ricky Gervais

Suggesting I hate people with religion because I hate religion is like
suggesting I hate people with cancer because I hate cancer. 
~Ricky Gervais

We shouldn't even need the word 'atheism'. If people didn't invent
ridiculous imaginary gods, rational people wouldn't have to deny them. 
~Ricky Gervais

Be happy. It really annoys negative people. 
~Ricky Gervais

You are the result of billions of years of evolution. You will only live for a
few years and will never exist again. Absolutely beautiful 
~Ricky Gervais

The grass isn't always greener on the other side! 
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~Ricky Gervais

Avoid employing unlucky people - throw half of the pile of CVs in the bin
without reading them. 
~Ricky Gervais

Wearing cosmetics that were tested on animals makes you ugly on the
inside 
~Ricky Gervais

It's a strange myth that atheists have nothing to live for. It's the
opposite. We have nothing to die for. We have everything to live for. 
~Ricky Gervais

I've never been insulted by hateful satanists for not believing in their
devil. Only by loving Christians for not believing in their God. 
~Ricky Gervais

Everyone is entitled to their opinion, but if you believe in god, you're
wrong. 
~Ricky Gervais

If there is a God, why did he make me an atheist? 
~Ricky Gervais

Animals are not here for us to do as we please with. We are not their
superiors, we are their equals. We are their family. Be kind to them. 
~Ricky Gervais

I see Atheists are fighting and killing each other again, over who
doesn't believe in any God the most. Oh, no..wait.. that never happens. 
~Ricky Gervais

Opinions don't affect facts. But facts should affect opinions, and do, if
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you're rational 
~Ricky Gervais

Blasphemy: a law to protect an all-powerful, supernatural deity from
getting its feelings hurt. 
~Ricky Gervais

Your God is the best God. In fact, he's the only God. All other Gods are
ridiculous, made up rubbish. Not yours though. Yours is real. 
~Ricky Gervais

Being on the edge isn't as safe, but the view is better 
~Ricky Gervais

Where there's a will - there's a relative! 
~Ricky Gervais

If your boss is getting you down, look at him through the prongs of a
fork and imagine him in jail. 
~Ricky Gervais

Got a proper job at 28. Gave it up to try comedy at 38. Decided to get fit
and healthy at 48. It's never too late. But do it now 
~Ricky Gervais

People confuse the subject of the joke with the target of the joke, and
they're very rarely the same. 
~Ricky Gervais

Everyday life is interesting enough, whether it be in an office or being
ignored on the set of something supposedly more glamorous. 
~Ricky Gervais

Some [people] are really smart. You know who you are. Some [people]
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are really thick. Unfortunately, you don't know who you are. 
~Ricky Gervais

The simple fact is, offense is taken, not given. 
~Ricky Gervais

You won't burn in hell. But be nice anyway. 
~Ricky Gervais

It's going to be a night of partying and heavy drinking. Or as Charlie
Sheen calls it: Breakfast. 
~Ricky Gervais

Take a picture not a trophy This is how real men shoot animals 
~Ricky Gervais

What will it feel like after you die? Exactly the same as it felt for those
billions of years before you were born. 
~Ricky Gervais

I feel that a lot of British comedy is often too bombastic, too obvious,
dressing up and shouting and pulling funny faces. 
~Ricky Gervais

Remember, no one can hurt your feelings without your permission 
~Ricky Gervais

I've never done anything for the common consensus. I do things to
please me. If you are happy with something yourself, you become
bulletproof. 
~Ricky Gervais

The next time someone is critical of you, just take a moment to consider
their life. Then smile to yourself. 
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If you can't joke about the most horrendous things in the world, what's
the point of jokes? What's the point in having humor? Humor is to get
us over terrible things. 
~Ricky Gervais

I have to be excited, I have to have an adrenaline rush about doing
something, or it bores me, I feel trapped. 
~Ricky Gervais

Growing up, the most important thing, after taking care of your family
and getting a decent job of work, was having a laugh. That was the
point to life. 
~Ricky Gervais

You want to see the people you've sort of come to know and love, or
love to hate, you want to see them develop in some way. And I hope
people get sort of caught up in that arc. 
~Ricky Gervais

Just because you're offended, doesn't mean you're right. Some people
are offended by mixed marriage, gay people, atheism. So what? F***
'em. 
~Ricky Gervais

Body language is more powerful than words. 
~Ricky Gervais

America champions the underdog. We champion the underdog until
he's not the underdog anymore, and he annoys us. 
~Ricky Gervais

I'm quite squeamish, really. I'm philistine and unsophisticated - not
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because of my great discerning palate but other reasons. Some are
moral grounds, some texture. 
~Ricky Gervais

I don't believe in about 2700 Gods. Christians don't believe in 2699
Gods. They're nearly as atheistic as me. 
~Ricky Gervais

Why buy a book when you can join a library? 
~Ricky Gervais

If all the Atheists & Agnostics left America, they'd lose 93% of The
National Academy of Sciences & less than 1% of the prison population. 
~Ricky Gervais

Dear Religion, This week I safely dropped a man from space while you
shot a child in the head for wanting to go to school. Yours, Science. 
~Ricky Gervais

Whether you understand they evolved over billions of years or believe
that a God made them all one afternoon, please be kind to animals. 
~Ricky Gervais

Someone asked me what three things I would save if my house was on
fire. I said my cat, my salamander and one of the twins. 
~Ricky Gervais

The most important thing in comedy - apart from empathy, which I think
is important even if disguised - is surprise. I like surprising people with
the fact that something's even a joke at all. 
~Ricky Gervais

If I do eat meat, it's got to be ethical. I want to know that it lived a great
life before it was killed humanely. 
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~Ricky Gervais

I always chose all my friends on whether they were funny. What's a
better way to pass the time than laughing or smiling? 
~Ricky Gervais

Saying atheism is a belief system is like saying not going skiing is a
hobby. 
~Ricky Gervais

Honor is a gift a man gives himself. You can be as good as anyone that
ever lived. If you can read, you can learn everything that anyone ever
learned. But you've got to want it. 
~Ricky Gervais

You have to be 100% behind someone, before you can stab them in
the back. 
~Ricky Gervais

You now have the least amount of time you've ever had, to do
everything you've ever wanted to do. Enjoy your life. You only get one 
~Ricky Gervais

There's no difference between fame and infamy now. There's a new
school of professional famous people that don't do anything. They don't
create anything. 
~Ricky Gervais

She said, 'I'm your biggest fan,' and I said, 'Who are you?' She said,
'Paris Hilton.' 
~Ricky Gervais

Everything you do is autobiographical. Yeah, I grew up in a town called
Redding and I had older brothers and sisters so it's all my memories of
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growing up. 
~Ricky Gervais

Just looking at all the faces here reminds me of some of the great work
that was done this year . . . by cosmetic surgeons. 
~Ricky Gervais

Same-sex marriage is not a gay privilege, it's equal rights. 
~Ricky Gervais

Since there is absolutely no logical reason to assume there is an
afterlife, I decided to make the life I have now as much fun as possible. 
~Ricky Gervais

That's the amazing thing about life. You can just rub it out, like a
blackboard, and start again. 
~Ricky Gervais

I can't find someone funny whom I don't like. Hitler told great jokes. I
didn't find it funny at all. 
~Ricky Gervais

The only reason I work out is so I can eat more cheese. 
~Ricky Gervais

If David Brent is the best thing that I ever come up with, then so be it.
What are you supposed to do, time the best thing you do for just before
you die? 
~Ricky Gervais

If you're surrounded by idiots, you're the unpopular one and the odd
one out because idiots don't like smart asses. 
~Ricky Gervais
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I don't see myself as part of an acting fraternity or a comedy fraternity. 
~Ricky Gervais

Trust, encouragement, reward, loyalty... satisfaction. That's what I'm...
you know. Trust people and they'll be true to you. Treat them greatly,
and they will show themselves to be great. 
~Ricky Gervais

I think everyone has the ability to be loved. 
~Ricky Gervais

Whatever else is happening, things are better in the sun. 
~Ricky Gervais

The truth doesn't hurt. Whatever it is, it doesn't hurt. It's better to know
the truth. 
~Ricky Gervais

Popularity and democracy aren't a judge, they're just stats. 
~Ricky Gervais

It's quite easy to make a load of people laugh, it's often a reflex action,
but I think to make them cry is harder without manipulating them. 
~Ricky Gervais

Try something. And never be afraid to fail. That failure is useful too. It's
just another building block. 
~Ricky Gervais

My philosophy? Have a laugh for as long as you can and don't get run
over. Or stabbed. 
~Ricky Gervais

You do your own thing and you see if you survive. 
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~Ricky Gervais

Piracy doesn't kill music, boy bands do. 
~Ricky Gervais

I don't do anything for the money. 
~Ricky Gervais

Atheism is the lack of belief in a god (or gods). It makes no claim. It
merely rejects the claim that a god (or gods) exists. Nothing more. 
~Ricky Gervais

When people say to me: would you rather be thought of as a funny man
or a great boss? My answer's always the same, to me, they're not
mutually exclusive. 
~Ricky Gervais

Fact is stranger than fiction. You see people walking down the street
that would never be allowed on television. You have to tone it down. 
~Ricky Gervais

I'm not a person that's easily embarrassed, but I'm embarrassed for
other people. 
~Ricky Gervais

Spirituality really lost its way when it became a stick to beat people
with: â€˜Do this or you'll burn in hell. 
~Ricky Gervais

My ideal meal would probably be the cheesiest pasta or pizza, followed
by something creamy and chocolaty. I mean, just the worst things,
really. 
~Ricky Gervais
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It's the team that matters. Where would The Beatles be without Ringo.
If John got Yoko to play drums the history of music would be completely
different. 
~Ricky Gervais

Real racist jokes or sexist jokes aren't funny - not because they're
offensive, but because they're not true. As soon as a joke is based on
an untruth, it's not funny. 
~Ricky Gervais

I'm basically a 'do unto others' type person. I don't have any religious
feelings because I'm an atheist, but I live my life like there's a God. And
if there was he'd probably love me. 
~Ricky Gervais

I love how people walk around with crucifixes, skullcaps, pointy hats,
funny beards and then say 'you should keep your atheism to yourself.' 
~Ricky Gervais
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